
ARTSevilla 17 - Encuentro Internacional de Arte Contemporáneo

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

Solo Projects

ARTSevilla 17 - Encuentro Internacional de Arte Contemporáneo (Contempo-
rary Art Meeting and Exhibit) will take place in Seville from October 26 to 29, 
2017. 

Solo Projects is a reserved exhibition area aimed to independent artists that 
works under a common theme. “Laberintos del S.XXI” (21st century mazes) 
will be the exhibition title and the idea that should be developed by participa-
ting artists. This third edition of ARTSevilla Solo Projects will bring visibility to 
the barriers that, in an incomprehensible way, mark our time. Social and cul-
tural barriers, violence, inequality, lack of human values, etc. We look forward 
proposals able to awake a social conscience: the need for a deep change and 
the eradication of the inconceivable things that still surrounds us.

1. Participation conditions

Submissions are opened to artists of any nationality or age. Participation im-
plies acceptance of the requirements in agreement on the published regula-
tions. 

2. Application form

First of July will be the deadline. Applications have to be send to 
convocatorias@artsevilla.es with required documentation attached.

3. Selection period

A selection committee will be in charge of evaluating the proposals. A list 
of selected projects will be communicated within a maximum of two 
months.

4. Fields and format

Painting, sculpture, original graphic work, photography, and other artistic 
disciplines not contemplated in the rest of open calls off ered in the current 
edition (with the exception of video) will be accepted. Pieces will have a 
maximum width of one and a half meter. In case of three-dimensional 
works or special characteristics artworks, the application must be 
accompanied by the instructions for the assembly.
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5. Documentation

- Application form. 
- Project description and technical sheet.
- .jpg image format, 300ppp resolution. 
- CV 
- Portfolio (optional).
- ID copy.

6. Inscription fee

A tax of 50 € will be paid only by selected artists as enrolment fee.

7. Reservation system

Artists can use the reservation system (under request) that will be enabled 
on the website during the date of the event.
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APPLICATION FORM

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Solo Projects

ARTIST PERSONAL DATA

Full name:
ID number and nationality:
Address:
Phone numer and email:
Name and ID number of other participants: 

TECHNICAL PROJECT DATA

Title:
Brief description: 

Mr./Ms                                                                  with ID number                                        
REQUESTS to participate in III CALL FOR SUBMISSION ARTSevilla - Solo 
Projects, accepting the requirements in agreement on the published 
regulations.

Declares to be author of the project to be presented at this call for sub-
missions. 

Finally, ALLOWS ARTSevilla to show and disseminate it, in case the propo-
sal is selected.

Place and signature:


